Smart Transport

Co-Driver Services

Messaging
Enable efficient and reliable real-time communication with
your drivers.
Stay in permanent contact with your drivers
and communicate with them at any time.
Use the tool to deal with the unexpected.
Send messages to your drivers in a few
clicks from Co-Driver Weboffice or directly
from your usual mailing system (e.g.
Outlook). The driver receives the messages
instantly in the cabin on a fixed screen,
a smartphone or on a tablet. Notified by
an alert, the driver can send an answer
immediately. The messaging system
becomes a tool that makes your life easy:
Include address to a destination in a
message through one click on the map.
The driver will then be able to directly
launch the navigation to easily reach his
destination.
Configure up to 4 predefined answers to
your messages and your drivers will be
able to answer in just one click.

Save time using recipients lists or copying
messages.
Quick overview with time stamps of when
a message was sent, delivered and read.

Access to the history of messages and see if
it has been delivered or read.
You can send messages both to drivers and
to vehicles and configure how long time
each message should be kept in the inbox.

For a safer and smarter world

Send messages easily to a driver or a group of drivers.

Required Equipment*

Be more reactive with real-time
communication with your drivers.

An in-cab interface is necessary to
send messages to drivers.

Your drivers never miss any message
thanks to notifications. Copy messages
or use predefined answers to save time.

Use Co-Driver App by AddSecure or
Vision Fixed or Vision Mobile by
AddSecure in combination with
Roadbox by AddSecure

Ensure an always reliable and archived
exchange of information. Get a better
insight of your activities thanks to preci
se feedbacks from your drivers.
Use your usual mailbox through mail 		
forwarding.
Access the complete history of your 		
messages.

A notification warns the driver that a new
message has arrived.
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*For more information, please refer to our
product data sheets.
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